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With
steady growth
in technology,
technology, we
we are
are confronted
confronted increasincreasWith aa steady
growth in
ingly
adverse environments
environments for both
both human
human and
and human
human-ingly with adverse
made
made systems.
systems.Such
Suchchallenges
challengescan
canbebemet
metinintwo
two ways:
ways: 1)
1) the
the
environment can
can be
be changed
changed or controlled so
so that
that ititbecomes
becomes or
or
remains conducive
remains
conduciveto
to the
the proper
proper functioning
functioning of
of the
the system,
system, or 2)
2)
system can
inthe system
can be
be designed
designedand
andbuilt
builtto
to withstand
withstand the hostile influences. In
In the
the case
case of the
the human
human system,
system, design
design changes
fluences.
changeswithin
within
aa reasonable
reasonabletime
timeframe
frame are
arenot
not possible;
possible;consequently,
consequently, its
its propproper functioning is
is dependent
dependent on
on the
the creation
creation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
er
of
a suitable
suitable environment (e.g.
(e.g. the
the space
space suit).
suit). But
Butfor
forthe
thehuman
humana
made
is mostly
mostly the opposite.
opposite. To
To aa large
large extent,
extent, itit
made system,
system, it is
would not
not be
bepossible
possible totoachieve
achievethe
thetechnological
technologicaladvances
advances
would
(e.g.
the creation
creation of
ofsystems
systems
(e.g. laser
laserfusion)
fusion) we
we now
now seek
seek without
without the
which function properly
properly ininthe
themidst
midstofofhostile
hostileenvironments.
environments.
which
In certain
certain cases,
cases, both
are available,
available, but
In
both alternatives are
but the creation
of aa fully
fully benign
benign environment
environment would
would not
notbe
becost
costeffective
effective(e.g.
(e.g.
spaceborne fiber
waveguide communication
system).
spaceborne
fiber optic
optic waveguide
communication system).
This
issue covers
intended to
to overcome
overcome the
the obstacles
obstacles
This issue
coverswork
work intended
an adverse
adverse environment
elements employed
of an
environment for optical elements
employed in
in the
fields of
of power
power generation,
generation, communication,
fields
communication, and
and detection.
detection. PriPrimarily, these
these efforts
efforts impact
impactdesign
design techniques
techniquesand
and lead
lead to
to aa selecselecofmaterials
materialsand
and fabrication
fabricationprocesses.
processes. In
In general,
general, the
tion of
the papers
papers
show continuing progress
progress in understanding
understanding the relationship
relationship bebeshow
tween the
environment and
and component
component behavior.
behavior. At
At the
the same
same
tween
the environment
remains much
time, there remains
much to
to do.
The
requirements for an
an intense
intense laser
laser beam
beam together
The requirements
together with
with a
a
well-corrected
wavefront are
are addressed
addressed in
two papers
papers
well- corrected optical
optical wavefront
in two
coming out of
of major
major laser
laser fusion
fusion programs.
programs. G.
G. R.
R. Wirtenson
Wirtenson preprecoming
sents optical
surface damage
damage threshold
values for
components in
in
sents
optical surface
threshold values
for components
the
ARGUS and
and SHIVA laser
laser fusion systems
systems (A
the ARGUS
(X == 1.06
1.06 jum)
µm) in
operation at
at the
the Lawrence
Lawrence Livermore
LivermoreLaboratory,
Laboratory,and
anddiscusses
discusses
operation
developments
similar vein,
vein, but dealing
dealing
developmentsfor
for improvement.
improvement. In
In aa similar
different materials
materials and
and working
working in
in the
the infrared
infrared region,
region, B.
B.
with different
Newnam and
the Los
Los Alamos
Alamos Scientific
Scientific Laboratories
Laboratories
Newnam
and D.
D. Gill
Gill at the
evaluate
evaluate damage
damagethreshold
threshold levels
levelsof
of components
components in
in the
the HELIOS
system, which uses
uses a CO2
CO 2 laser.
laser.
Special
is given
laser damage
damage resistant
Special attention
attention is
given to laser
resistant antireflection coatings
coatings from
from KC1
KCI substrates
substrates used
used in
in high
high energy
energy laser
laser apapplications in aa paper
paper by W.
W. T. Boord,
Boord, H.
H. Mar,
Mar, and
and M. Ohmer.
Ohmer. A
plications
A
new design
absorption characteristics
characteristics isis described.
described.
new
designwith
with low absorption
The
advent of
of space
space and
The advent
and the
the generation
generation of
of nuclear
nuclear radiation
radiation
gives
gives rise
riseto
to aapervasively
pervasivelyadverse
adverseenvironment.
environment.Effects
Effects from
from such
such

an environment are
are treated in
in three
three presentations.
presentations. E.
E. J.
J. Friebele,
Friebele,
an
in
comprehensive paper,
of nuclear
nuclear radiation
in a comprehensive
paper, covers
covers the
the effect of
fiber optic
opticwaveguides,
waveguides, relating
relating the
the effects
effects of
of radiation
radiation types
on fiber
types
and levels
levels with
differentmaterials.
materials.InInthe
thesame
samearea,
area, but
but from
from aa
and
with different
general perspective,
perspective, R.
R. Webb,
Webb, L.
L. Isaacson,
Isaacson, and
more general
and E.
E. Marrom
Marrom
discuss
and pinpoint
pinpointsome
some sigsigdiscussthe
the various
variousactivities
activities in
in the
the field and
nificant
results. J.J. Holzer
Holzerand
andB.B.Passenheim,
Passenheim, presenting
presenting data
nificant results.
data on
on
the effect of
ofnuclear
nuclear radiation
radiation on
onthe
the
theperformance
performanceofoflaser
lasersyssystems
tems used
usedfor
for ranging
rangingand
andoptical
opticalcommunications,
communications, conclude
conclude that
that
nuclear-hardening
directand
and coherent
coherent dedewith nuclearhardening techniques, both direct
systems can
can function ininnear
near earth
earth orbits
orbitsand
and on
on planplantection systems
missions.
etary missions.
high energy
energy laser
laser systems,
systems, absorption gives
gives rise
rise to sharp
sharp
In high
thermal gradients,
gradients, which
thermal
which in
in turn introduce
introduce optical
optical distortions.
distortions.
C. Klein
Klein presents
presents aa mathematical
for analyzing
analyzing its
its effect
effect
C.
mathematical method
method for
performance.
on optical performance.
Increasing the
of alkali
alkali halide
halide materials
materials isis adadIncreasing
the practicality
practicality of
dressed in
R. Anderson,
Anderson, R.
R. Skogman,
Skogman, and
and H.
H. Vora.
Vora.
dressed
in aa paper
paper by
by R.
These materials
an optical standpoint,
standpoint, particparticThese
materials are
areattractive
attractive from
from an
in the
the infrared
infrared region,
region, but
butare
arequestionable
questionable for
formany
manyapapularly in
plications subject
subject to
to a asevere
severe mechanical
mechanical environment.
environment. The
The
plications
mechanical
LiF
mechanical properties
properties are
areshown
shownto
to be
be vastly
vastly improved
improved for LiF
and
CaF 2 (and
(and projected
projected similarly for
and CaF2
foralkali
alkalihalides
halides inin general)
general)
press forging
single crystals.
crystals.
by press
forging the materials from single
Sensor windows
carried on
on high
high velocity
velocityvehicles,
vehicles,such
such as
as
Sensor
windows carried
aircraft and
and missiles,
missiles, are
aircraft
are impacted
impacted by
by rain
rain and
and solid particles. The
damage incurred
degrades the
W. Adler
resulting damage
incurred degrades
the transmittance.
transmittance. W.
discusses
and calls
discussesthe
theerosion
erosionof
of such
such windows and
calls for
for further
further data
data
on
transmittance loss
loss as
of exposure
exposure time in
in aa well
well-on transmittance
as aa function
function of
characterized
characterized erosive
erosive environment.
environment.
Cryogenic temperature
temperature for
forspace
space sensors
sensors and
and infrared detecenvironment which
which affects
affects the
the optical
tors constitutes an
an adverse
adverse environment
characteristics
index, transmittance,
transmittance, and
and reflecrefleccharacteristics (e.g.
(e.g. refractive
refractive index,
tance)
optical components.
components. J.J.Pipes,
Pipes, F.
F. Sherrell,
Sherrell, B.
B.Wood,
tance) of
of optical
Wood, and
and
W.
discuss the
W. Clark
Clark discuss
the effect
effect of
of temperature
temperature and
and contamination
contamination on
on
optical components
components working
working ininaacryogenic
cryogenicspace
space simulator
simulator and
and
chamber.
infrared calibration chamber.
The
impact of
ofadverse
adverse environments
environmentson
onhuman
human-made
sysThe impact
-made systems
has particular relevance
relevance to the
the optical
opticalengineer
engineerininpresent
present-tems has
day
technology. This issue
issue serves
day technology.
serveswell
well the
the purpose
purpose of
of clarifying
clarifying
the
problems for him
him and
and pointing
pointing to
tosolutions.
solutions. We
We thank
thank the
the
the problems
authors
their excellent
excellent contributions
contributions toward
toward this
this objective.
objective.
authors for their
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